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The censorship of Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District is a familiar story to 

musicologists, but reception of the opera is not frequently mentioned. Examining the 

reception of a work can bring a work’s relative importance into focus. In this thesis, 

German literary and reception theorist Hans Robert Jauss’s model of the horizon of 

expectations is applied to reviews of American productions of Lady Macbeth. Curiosity 

about communism following the Great Depression in 1930s, America and American 

music critics’ knowledge that Soviet composers worked for the Soviet regime led to the 

belief that Lady Macbeth was officially approved export from the Soviet Union. When 

the article condemning the opera as a Western formalism appeared in the Soviet 

magazine, Pravda, Americans needed to adjust their understanding of Lady Macbeth as 

a socialist expression. Following the work’s revival in San Francisco in 1981, the 

influence of Solomon Volkov’s Testimony is prevalent in many reviews. Many reviewers 

use Volkov’s narrative of Shostakovich as covert dissident of the Soviet Union to assert 

that the censorship of the opera was about the content of the plot and not the music. 

Following the Soviet rejection of the work, American critics tried to claim Shostakovich 

for the West based on the values of individual freedom and feminism set forth in Lady 

Macbeth. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: SHOSTAKOVICH AND SHOSTAKOVICH RECEPTION 

Introduction 

On January 31, 1935, the opera Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District (1934) by 

the young Russian composer Dmitri Shostakovich (1906–1975) received its American 

premiere at Severance Hall in Cleveland. The American arrival of Shostakovich’s opera, 

which sought to support the ideals of a socialist society, was one of the most important 

musical events Americans had witnessed in a while. Although scholarship on 

Shostakovich’s opera, Lady Macbeth, conveys the significance of this event, there is 

little or no documentation of how the work continued to be significant in American 

musical life after the first American performance. After the denouncement of the opera 

by Stalin in 1936, the original Lady Macbeth was not staged again in the United States 

until 1981. The American revival of the opera in the 1980s, however, was of 

fundamental importance for its admittance into the canon of twentieth-century operatic 

works. The opera’s censorship by the Soviet Union coupled with the work’s support of 

feminism, individual freedom, and empathy aligned with the values of late twentieth- and 

early twenty-first-century American audiences. Furthermore, the classification of Lady 

Macbeth as Russian or as a piece of Soviet-era history allowed American critics to deny 

that it was a work that perpetuated communist or Soviet values. Lady Macbeth’s, liberal 

values, its greatly publicized Soviet censorship enabled American journalists to claim 

the opera and its composer as champions of Western values and, therefore, allowed the 

work to attain an important place in the Western musical canon. 
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Literature on Shostakovich and Shostakovich Reception 

Shostakovich wrote in a number of mediums, both absolute and program music, 

vocal and instrumental. The composer’s oeuvre is as diverse as it is expansive and 

consists of several ballets, dozens of film scores, concertos, several solo piano works, 

chamber pieces (including fifteen string quartets), and fifteen symphonies.1 

Shostakovich also wrote a number of songs and choral works, and completed two 

operas. Despite the vast variety of genres that Shostakovich composed, musicologists 

and audiences know Shostakovich first and foremost as a symphonist, and many have 

long considered his seventh symphony (“Leningrad”) to be the pinnacle of his artistic 

output.2 

 Although Shostakovich has a reputation as a symphonist, there is plenty of 

scholarly literature concerning his opera Lady Macbeth. The denouncement of the 

opera by the Soviet regime has become an important part of how scholars understand 

Shostakovich’s career, often occupying a central role in even the most cursory 

biographies of the composer. Several scholars have explored various aspects of Lady 

Macbeth, most notably Esti Sheinberg’s analysis of irony, parody, and satire, and the 

grotesque in the opera, and Richard Taruskin’s and Caryl Emerson’s discussions of the 

plot and literary and musical devices Shostakovich uses.3 

                                                                 
1
 Derek C. Hulme, Dmitri Shostakovich Catalogue: The First Hundred Years and Beyond, 4

th
 ed. 

(Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2010), 773–781. 
2
 Nicolas Slonimsky, “Soviet Music at Quarter-Century Mark,” Musical America 63 (February 10, 1943): 

20; Eric Roseberry, “Personal Integrity and Public Service: The Voice of the Symphonist,” in The 

Cambridge Companion to Shostakovich, ed. Pauline Fairclough and David Fanning (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008), 27.  
3
 Esti Scheinberg, Irony, Satire, Parody, and the Grotesque in the Music of Shostakovich (Surrey: 

Ashgate, 2000); Richard Taruskin, “Shostakovich and the Inhuman,” in Defining Russia Musically 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), 468–510; Caryl Emerson, “Shostakovich and the Russian 
Literary Tradition,” in Shostakovich and His World, ed. Laurel E. Fay (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 2004), 196. 
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Emerson declares, “The rise and fall of Shostakovich’s second opera between 

1934 and 1936 is the most famous scandal to befall the musical world during the 

Stalinist era.”4 While Emerson is quick to acknowledge the warm reception of Lady 

Macbeth in the time before it was condemned, she does not mention later performances 

of the opera. Emerson is not the only scholar to treat initial reception of Lady Macbeth 

as the only reception of it. In The Cambridge Companion to Shostakovich, Rosamund 

Bartlett states, “It is not within the scope of this chapter to explore in detail the 

performance and reception history of Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District, which has 

been well documented.”5 Yet, the source that she cites, Sheila Fitzpatrick’s The Cultural 

Front: Power and Culture in Revolutionary Russia, discusses only the initial reception of 

Lady Macbeth (1934–1936), and mentions only the reception in the Soviet Union.6  

Shostakovich’s use of modernist musical devices indicate of the time in which it 

was composed, but musical instances of irony, satire, and the grotesque also serve to 

designate the opera as a twentieth-century work, Russian, and characteristic of 

Shostakovich’s musical style. In her book Irony, Satire, Parody and the Grotesque in the 

Music of Shostakovich, musicologist Esti Sheinberg documents how Shostakovich 

explores irony, satire, parody, and the grotesque as musical idioms. In her discussion of 

the grotesque, Sheinberg explains the phenomenon of the grotesque in early twentieth-

century art. It was a trend mostly in Germany, but then caught on in Russia. This 

phenomenon was not only seen in visual art, but also extended to plays and musical 

                                                                 
4
 Emerson, “Shostakovich and the Russian Literary Tradition,” 196.  

5
 Rosamund Bartlett, “Shostakovich as an Opera Composer,” in The Cambridge Companion to 

Shostakovich, ed. Pauline Fairclough and David Fanning (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2008), 190. 
6
 Sheila Fitzpatrick, The Cultural Front: Power and Culture in Revolutionary Russia (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 

University Press, 1992), 183–215. 
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compositions. Sheinberg asserts that generally the grotesque in Russian art usually 

manifested as pure horror as opposed to expressionist works that proliferated in 

Germany. Sheinberg notes that Russian painter Boris Kustodiev (1878–1927) was a 

profound early influence on Shostakovich, and quotes a passage from Volkov’s 

Testimony in which Shostakovich supposedly describes his reverence for Kustodiev’s 

paintings and explains that one can identify the influence of the Russian painter in his 

operas, The Nose and Lady Macbeth. Sheinberg then explores this claim of influence 

through analysis of Shostakovich’s music, noting musical inconsistencies such as 

Sergei’s out-of-place exclamation “Da!” while Katerina sings a love song.7 

Several such instances of inconsistency that signify the grotesque, irony, satire, 

and parody are often obvious and have been the subject of interest of musicologists. In 

Defining Russia Musically, Richard Taruskin drew attention to Shostakovich’s use of 

such musical techniques to manipulate the listener’s emotions. Stating, “Merely to recite 

these unsubtle devices is to expose them,” Taruskin asserts that Shostakovich’s opera 

is much more effective than Leskov’s novel because the music is an undercurrent to the 

story that advocates for Katerina’s perspective.8 Not only does the music persuade the 

listener to feel a certain way, but it also informs the reader about the social environment 

in a way that the dialogue alone does not; Taruskin says, 

What condemns Zinoviy is nothing more than his being a part of Katerina’s hated 

environment. He is dehumanized and dispatched not for anything he has done 
but for what he is. He is the beneficiary of the social system that oppressed his 

wife, and that is enough “objectively” to justify his liquidation. And all this is 

                                                                 
7
 Sheinberg, Irony, Satire, Parody and the Grotesque, 248–255. 

8
 Taruskin, “Defining Russia Musically,” 500–505. While Taruskin and Sheinberg both have a great deal 

of interesting things to say about the musical devices Shostakovich uses in Lady Macbeth to inspire 
empathy for Katerina from the listener through depictions of the grotesque and instances of dramatic 

irony, I have picked just a couple small examples here to keep the focus on the reviews at hand. 
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conveyed to us by the music alone. Carried away with that music, we cannot fail 
to be (at least momentarily) convinced.9 

 
Most studies of the reception of Shostakovich’s music focus on reception in the 

Soviet Union, and more specifically, under Stalin’s rule. These studies have provided 

insight into the conditions within which Shostakovich worked, as well as his place in 

Soviet artistic society. Writings such as Volkov’s Testimony sought to divine the 

composer’s intent in hopes of revealing a “truth” within the work. Yet accepting the 

presumed or known intent of a composer as the answer to a work’s definitive meaning 

is widely acknowledged as a problematic approach.10 In studies of Shostakovich 

especially, scholars have tried to equate the intention of the composer with the meaning 

of the work. Since its premiere, and certainly since its public denouncement by Soviet 

officials two years later, music critics, historians, and audiences have for the most part 

had two aims: (1) to understand Shostakovich’s intentions; and (2) to situate Lady 

Macbeth within Soviet reception of it. This, of course, provides information for those 

unfamiliar with Soviet Russia in the 1930s and a composer’s place within it, but also 

seems to suggest that the work cannot speak outside the initial context in which it was 

created and experienced.  

The only thorough discussion of the reception of Lady Macbeth in America can 

be found in Terry Wait Klefstad’s dissertation, The Reception in America of Dmitri 

Shostakovich, 1928–1946. Klefstad’s dissertation has helped scholars to understand 

the reception of the earliest performances in Lady Macbeth in 1935; however, no 

scholar has conducted research on the reception of the opera in the U.S. since its 

                                                                 
9
 Ibid., 504. 

10
 As asserted in Carl Dahlhaus, Foundations of Music History, trans. J.B. Robinson (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1982), 159. 
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American revival in San Francisco in 1981.11 Taruskin briefly addresses issues of 

reception of the work in a very general manner, citing American composer Elliot Carter’s 

remarks about a German production of the work in 1960, but this can hardly be called a 

reception history of the work. 12 

It is not clear why scholars have largely ignored the later American reception of 

the work. Perhaps contextualizing the work within its denouncement by the Soviet 

authorities provides a convenient narrative of “authoritarian regime silences artist.” 

Although the work’s revival does not initially seem to challenge this narrative, it may be 

tempting for audiences and scholars alike to view the work as a sort of historical artifact 

that belongs only to the time and place in which it was created rather than 

understanding the opera as a still living, changing artwork that continues to be relevant 

in Russia and the West today. This study, then, attempts to challenge the assumed 

position of scholars that the reception of Lady Macbeth ended with the denunciation of it 

by the Soviet regime and that it no longer occupies a significant place in American 

musical life. 

 

Reception Theory and the Horizon of Expectations 

In studying reception, one must endeavor to acknowledge the biases one has 

when looking at works of art from the past or from other nations or regions. To 

recognize the various biases of music critics and journalists, one can turn to the 

reception theory of the German literary theorist Hans Robert Jauss. Jauss, a student of 

Hans-Georg Gadamer, expanded on the horizon model that Edmund Husserl first 

                                                                 
11

 Terry Wait Klefstad, “The Reception in America of Dmitri Shostakovich, 1928–1946” (Ph.D. diss., 
University of Texas at Austin, 2003), 103–150. 
12

 Taruskin, 504. Nor is this the aim of his writing. 
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fashioned in his phenomenology.13 In his essay “Literary History as a Challenge to 

Literary Theory,” Jauss proposes a method based on what he called the horizon of 

expectations as an approach to literary reception that determines the history of 

literature. The aesthetics of reception, Jauss explains, demands the constant 

construction of literary canons, but also the destruction of the traditional literary canon. 

Jauss states,  

The criterion for establishing such a canon and the ever necessary retelling of 
literary history is clearly set out by the aesthetics of reception. The step from the 

history of the reception of the individual work to the history of literature has to 
lead us to see and in turn to present the historical sequence of works in the way 
in which they determine and clarify our present literary experience.14  

 

Jauss describes his method as neither Marxist nor formalist, but rather one that 

attempts to “bridge the gap” between the other two methodologies. He introduces the 

deficiencies he saw in the Marxist and formalist approaches: 

Literary history may be seen as challenging literary theory to take up once again 
the unresolved dispute between the Marxist and formalist schools. My attempt to 

bridge the gap between literature and history, between historical and aesthetic 
approaches, begins at the point at which both schools stop. Their methods 

understand the literary fact in terms of the circular aesthetic system of production 
and of representation. In doing so, they deprive literature of a dimension which 
unalterably belongs to its aesthetic character as well as to its social function: its 

reception and impact. Reader, listener and spectator—in short, the audience—
play an extremely limited role in both literary theories. Orthodox Marxist 

aesthetics treats the reader—if at all—the same way as it does the author; it 
inquires about his social position or describes his place within the structure of the 
society. The formalist school needs the reader only as a perceiving subject who 

follows the directions in the text in order to perceive its form or discover its 
techniques of procedure. It assumes that the reader has the theoretical 

knowledge of a philologist sufficiently versed in the tools of literature to be able to 
reflect on them. The Marxist school, on the other hand, actually equates the 
spontaneous experience of the reader with the scholarly interest of historical 

materialism, which seeks to discover relationships between the economic basis 

                                                                 
13

 Robert C. Holub, Reception Theory: A Critical Introduction (New York: Methuen, 1984), 42. 
14

 Hans Robert Jauss, trans. Elizabeth Benzinger, “Literary History as a Challenge to Literary Theory,” 
New Literary History 2, no. 1(1970): 8–9. 
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of production and the literary work as part of the intellectual superstructure. 
However, as Walther Bulst has stated, "no text was ever written to be read and 

interpreted philologically by philologists," nor, may I add, historically by historians. 
Neither approach recognizes the true role of the reader to whom the literary work 

is primarily addressed, a role as unalterable for aesthetic as for historical 
appreciation.15 
 

Instead of siding with either an historical or an aesthetic standpoint on the issue of 

reception, Jauss asserts, "the relationship of literature and reader has aesthetic as well 

as historical implications.”16 With this assertion, Jauss indicates that the works that 

readers have read prior to the work in question inform their perception of aesthetic value 

of the work. Thus, this process is a “norm-setting experience” in which each work 

readers know contributes to their expectations for future works. Jauss states that the 

process that determines a work’s aesthetic value also determines its historical 

significance, since this is largely based on aesthetic value.17 

  The “literary data” that make up a reader’s experience shape his or her 

expectations for various genres and forms of literature; Jauss labels this phenomenon 

the horizon of expectations. The degree to which work differs from a reader’s horizon of 

expectations he refers to as its “aesthetic distance.” At the same time, the work also 

contributes to a “horizon change” for the reader who now has experienced it. Thus, it 

follows that if the aesthetic distance between an event or work and a receiver is too 

great, the receiver may brush the work off as too puzzling to bother to understand it. If 

the aesthetic distance between the receiver and the work is too small, the receiver may 

find the work boring or insignificant.  

                                                                 
15

 Jauss, “Literary History,” 7–8. 
16

 Ibid., 8. 
17

 Ibid., 8–9. 
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In the case of Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth, reviewers have a set of 

expectations for the opera. Reviewers base their expectations on the work’s historical 

context (such as Soviet censorship of the opera or their understanding of socialism) and 

on the aesthetic qualities that they expect the work to have (musical and artistic 

features). American music critics, familiar with the Soviet censorship of Lady Macbeth 

and Volkov’s narrative of Shostakovich as secret dissident of the Soviet Union, often 

interpret the work as a criticism of the Soviet regime rather than a criticism of Tsarist 

Russia, as Shostakovich described it.18 Rather than grapple with the aesthetic distance, 

critics could explain the aesthetic distance between themselves and the work away by 

talking about musical or plot elements that fit their chosen narrative. 

The tension between two opposing groups, like Jauss’s Marxists and formalists, 

occurs also in music scholarship. For example, Kofi Agawu’s famous rebuff of Joseph 

Kerman’s “How We Got into Analysis” describes the demarcated divides within music 

scholarship between the new musicologists and positivists.19 This rift between these two 

groups’ theoretical approaches (study of cultures vs. study of works) can be seen as 

roughly analogous to the Marxists and formalists of Jauss’s reception theory, 

respectively. Like Jauss in literature, music scholars have sought a reception theory for 

music that addresses the shortcomings of new musicology and positivist methodology. 

One such scholar is Mark Everist.  

Everist describes Jauss’s 1967 article “Literary History as a Challenge to Literary 

Theory” (referenced above) as “a fundamental point of contact between music history 

                                                                 
18

 Dmitri Shostakovitch, “My Opera, Lady Macbeth of Mtzensk,” Modern Music 12, no. 1 (1934). 
19

 Here I use the terms that Agawu uses to describe the two camps of music scholarship that he sees as 
opposed to each other. Kofi Agawu, “How we Got Out of Analysis and How to Get Back In Again,” Music 

Analysis 23, no. 2–3 (2004): 267–70. 
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and reception theory.”20 Jauss asserts that works of the past can often be better 

understood through knowledge of their contemporary reception.21 Like Jauss, Everist 

perceives the history of music as constructed around the reception of works: “if it 

resonates with them [historians], it remains in their canon.”22 This principle formulates 

the most functional working theory that historians currently have at their disposal 

regarding issues of reception. This theory is not without its problems, however, as a 

certain amount of arbitrariness causes some works to be lost or forgotten. Even so, in 

the case of Lady Macbeth, the present author will operate according to this principle. 

Jauss states that the objective capabilities of reception theory are best 

understood in studies that address a work in which its reception has been based on 

attitudes toward elements such as form, style, or genre.23 In reviews of Lady Macbeth, 

expectations of style occupy a central role. In early reviews, especially, discussions of 

style figure prominently. For example, conservative contemporary critic Olin Downes 

addressed issues of style in Lady Macbeth. Clearly, Downes expected that if music 

uses modernist elements, it must use them in an innovative way. For Downes, mixing 

modernist elements with folk idioms undermined both the modernism and the charm of 

the familiar in folk music.24 Although later critics have tended to focus on issues of 

performance, casting, and staging, expectations of style still figure prominently, even if 

reviewers do not explicitly address them. One can interpret the relative absence of 

                                                                 
20

 Mark Everist, “Reception Theories, Canonic Discourses, and Musical Value,” in Rethink ing Music, ed. 
Nicholas Cook and Mark Everist (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 382.  
21

 Ibid., 14–19. 
22

 Ibid., 392. 
23

 Jauss, 13.  
24

 Olin Downes, “New Soviet Opera is Presented Here,” The New York  Times, February 6, 1935. 
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discussion of style in later reviews as an acceptance of the work’s mix of musical 

modernism and popular idioms or as a lack of surprise at Shostakovich’s use of both. 

Jauss’s horizon of expectations is an advantageous approach to a study that 

relies heavily on primary source material because it challenges the historian to think 

about the conflict between what receivers expect from a work of art and what that 

artwork can provide. Navigating and understanding an audience’s horizon of 

expectations can help the historian comprehend why a work of art was successful or 

unsuccessful in the eyes of the audience. Audiences have a horizon of expectations for 

an artwork they are about to experience and the reception historian must evaluate these 

expectations and their reactions to explain why the piece received the reception that it 

did. Thus, the historian seeks understanding of the rationale for an audience’s reception 

of a work and the societal values that the audience holds. More broadly, examining the 

horizon of expectations a listener brings to Lady Macbeth is an attempt to examine the 

work’s place within musical canons. Any addition to the knowledge of the reception of a 

work can change its place within a canon. As noted above, music that remains 

important to the receivers stays in their canon. 

Although this study utilizes Jauss’s horizon of expectations as a basis to 

understand the historical events that form a listener’s expectation of Lady Macbeth, 

there are some departures from Jauss’s theories, too. As noted above, Jauss explains 

that the horizon of expectations applies to discussions of elements such as form, style, 

and genre best. However, especially in later reviews, such discussions are sparse. 

Several later reviews critique the performance of a production, rather than the work’s 

constant features. Such inconsistencies in performances of a work Jauss does not 
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discuss. Furthermore, Jauss compares his theory to that of the literary classic “enduring 

the test of time” theory. As a censored work that received little attention for a while and 

then was later revived, Jauss’s analogy to the classic that remained in the collective 

memory of an audience does not fit in this case. Furthermore, the Soviet Union’s action 

of deliberately suppressing the work is an exception to this theory.  
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CHAPTER 2 

RECEPTION 1935-1981 

Introduction 

Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District was first performed in America in January 

of 1935, about a year after the Soviet premiere in Leningrad in 1934. When the 

Cleveland Orchestra’s revered director Artur Rodzinski (1892–1958) acquired the score 

of Lady Macbeth from Shostakovich in the summer of 1934, articles started to appear in 

Cleveland newspapers. Later, in the weeks leading up to the American premiere at 

Severance Hall, Cleveland newspapers published many articles about Lady Macbeth, 

considered the city’s central musical event of the winter. After the two performances in 

Cleveland, Rodzinski took the singers to New York to perform at the Metropolitan Opera 

House. Lady Macbeth drew much interest from the music critics in the widely distributed 

New York newspapers. The opera was considered slightly controversial due to its sex 

scene and a group tried to ban the performances scheduled in Philadelphia in April 

1935. American critics who had speculated about the opera’s significance were 

considerably confused after the Soviet government denounced the opera in 1936. After 

some discussion about this event, Americans seemed to forget about the opera until it 

was performed in its revised version, Katerina Ismailova, in San Francisco in 1964. 

Prior to the first performances of Lady Macbeth in America, audiences expected 

the work to be a grand event in the capable hands of beloved conductor Artur 

Rodzinski. In Cleveland and New York, reviewers were hopeful for insight into the new 

Soviet regime, but, in the end, critics expressed their content or discontent of the opera 

as a means to further their own political opinions. Although some Philadelphians 
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protested the opera’s arrival in their city, critics thought that they understood how the 

sexual frankness contributed to Shostakovich’s critique of bourgeois life because they 

had read reviews written by New York critics who attempted to explain the connection. 

Several years passed between the Philadelphia Orchestra’s production of the work and 

the performance of the revised version of the opera, Katerina Ismailova, in San 

Francisco. Stalin’s regime-wide purges took hold, millions of Soviet citizens who were 

seen as “enemies” of the state were sent to the Gulag, the United States and the Soviet 

Union found themselves on opposing sides of World War II. After the war ended, the 

U.S. and the Soviet Union entered the Cold War while the U.S. spent large amounts of 

time and resources to prevent the spread of communism. These events led to a 

dramatic shift in the interpretation of the work as seen in the 1964 production of 

Katerina Ismailova in San Francisco. 

 Klefstad’s dissertation, addresses the early American reception of Shostakovich’s 

music. In her chapter on Lady Macbeth, Klefstad provides wonderful insight into the 

American reception of the Cleveland and New York performances. While it is not my 

intention to rehash or repeat Klefstad’s work, I have worked with the same (and possibly 

additional) archival material that she found at the Cleveland Orchestra Archives and 

therefore note additional points of interest and material not yet discussed in secondary 

literature. For example, she does mention a struggle for the first performance rights 

between the Cleveland Orchestra and the Philadelphia Orchestra, but does not mention 

the Philadelphia performances of the work just three months after the premiere in 

Cleveland (see Table 1).1 This chapter also addresses the 1964 San Francisco 

                                                                 
1
 Klefstad, “The Reception of Dmitri Shostakovich,” 103–150.” 
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performance of Shostakovich’s revised version of Lady Macbeth known as Katerina 

Ismailova. 

Table 1: Performances of Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District and Katerina Ismailova 

in the United States from 1935–1981 

Year Performance 
Dates 

Location Conductor Production 
Director 

Language 

1935 January 31, 

February 2 

Cleveland Artur Rodzinski Wilhelm von 

Wymetal 

Russian 

1935 February 5 New York Artur Rodzinski Wilhelm von 
Wymetal 

Russian 

1935 April 5, 6, 9 Philadelphia Alexander 
Smallens 

Wilhelm von 
Wymetal 

Russian 

1964 (Katerina 

Ismailova) 

San 

Francisco 

Leopold Ludwig Paul Hager English 

(trans. 
Edward 

Downes 

Hype for Lady Macbeth’s American Premiere 

One of the first promotional articles for the American premiere of Lady Macbeth 

came from the composer. Before the American premiere, the music journal Modern 

Music published a statement from the composer about the opera; this article, intended 

for American audiences, also appeared in The Clevelander. Shostakovich describes 

why he chose Nikolai Leskov’s novel to set to opera. Shostakovich cites the small part 

that Russian classic literature plays in Soviet opera, the story’s dramatic content that 

make it suitable for adaptation to an opera, and his belief that the story realistically 

describes the life of women before the revolution. Shostakovich also gives a brief 
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overview of which parts of the plot have been changed from the novel and why.2 

Describing his compositional approach to opera, he states,  

I have tried to make the music of the opera as simple and expressive as 
possible. I do not agree with the theories, at one time current among us, that in 
the modern opera the vocal line must be absent or that it should be no more than 

speech in which the intonations are to [be] accented. Opera is above all a vocal 
production and singers should occupy themselves with their real duty—that is, to 

sing, and not speak, recite or intone. Thus, I have built all the vocal parts on a 
broad cantilena taking into account all the possibilities of that richest of 
instruments, the human voice.3 

 
Shostakovich notes that his opera progresses in symphonic form; the opera is not 

divided into separate arias and recitatives that conclusively end, but rather the music 

continues to develop throughout the entire opera. Shostakovich then describes the 

characters and their music. Katerina must evoke sympathy, so her lines are the most 

lyrical. The only other sympathy evoking characters are the hard laborers who present a 

dark image of “the old days.” Thus, the remaining characters all serve to depict the 

merchant class in a negative light as they are greedy and ready to cheat others to get 

ahead. The merchant class is not fully to blame for its own inadequacies; rather, it is the 

old regime that creates these deep divisions within society.4 

 Shostakovich’s article prepared critics and audiences concerned with the musical 

details of the work for the musical style and music-plot devices utilized in the opera. 

Shostakovich made no secret of his departure from Leskov’s novel and his attacks on 

other characters and institutions in the opera. He states,  

Now to arouse sympathy for Ekaterina was no simple matter. She has committed 
a number of crimes against accepted moral or ethical laws. Leskov presents her 
simply as a cruel woman who “wallows in fat” and murders innocent people. But I 

have conceived Ekaterina as a woman clever, gifted and interesting. Set in fate 
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3
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in gloomy, miserable surroundings, belonging to a merchant class which is hard, 
greedy and “small”, her life is sorrowful and pitiable.5 

 
Furthermore, after a description of the music that accompanies each character, 

excerpts from the piano and vocal score appeared at the end of the article. The excerpt 

from Act II—Entr’acte, scenes 4 and 5, Shostakovich describes as “A passacaglia, in 

which the composer states his attitude toward the tragedy.” Here Shostakovich makes 

clear that sometimes the orchestra is his commentary. 

As Klefstad notes, “clearly Clevelanders considered this [the American premiere 

of Lady Macbeth] an important social and cultural event.” The hysteria over this opera 

was truly impressive, as she makes clear. Not only did Clevelanders find the opera’s 

subject matter fascinating, newspaper articles chronicled every event leading up the 

Cleveland premiere with fervor. Early in January of 1935, newspapers in Cleveland 

began to announce the month’s most important musical event to the city.6 Archie Bell’s 

article in the Cleveland News described Cleveland as a place in which major musical 

events occur with some frequency.  Bell says, “You may have overlooked the fact that 

Cleveland’s about to spring another EVENT that deserves capital letters,” in reference 

to the Cleveland Orchestra’s American premiere of Lady Macbeth.7  

Bell also wrote about how the Cleveland Orchestra came to land the American 

premiere of the work, explaining that the orchestra’s director, Artur Rodzinski, on a trip 

visiting his home in Poland, went to Russia to attend a festival. While in Russia, 

Rodzinski saw Shostakovich’s latest opera six times; about the work, Rodzinski said:  

                                                                 
5
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6
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It made as deep impression on me as any musical work I have heard for a long 
time. I met the young composer, became good friends with him, we talked of the 

American production and then came all of the negotiations with the government 
officials, because contrary to our practice here, the work of a Soviet composer 

becomes the property of the government when it is produced.8 
 

This story is recounted in many other newspapers around the same time.9 Bell’s article 

then announces that the Russian cast is already in New York rehearsing for the 

American performances and provides readers with a brief plot description of the opera. 

Rodzinski was beloved by many in Cleveland and the orchestras of other American 

cities routinely courted him. Known for building up orchestras, Clevelanders felt lucky to 

have Rodzinski at the helm in Severance Hall.10 

 Several articles announcing Cleveland’s premiere of Lady Macbeth and the help 

coming from community members to make the premiere possible were published in 

January of 1935. One article in the Cleveland Plain Dealer announced the premiere of 

the Soviet Grand Opera, noting that “The Broadway premiere is presented under the 

auspices of the League of Composers for the benefit of the Composers’ Fund of 

America.”11 The article also observed that the women’s committee of the Cleveland 

Orchestra was promoting the local performances. Such announcements with lists of 

persons involved in helping to promote or put on the opera appeared in many 

newspapers.12 Another example of community involvement in the premiere is that two 

Russian women from Cleveland helped to translate the opera. Sonia Benderoff, aided 

by her sister, Olga, spent four weeks translating the libretto and Shostakovich’s stage 
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notes into English.13 However, the English libretto prepared by the Benderoff sisters 

presented censored some of the more lewd Russian words.14 

The opera’s premiere was greatly anticipated in Cleveland, as evidenced by the 

many articles announcing the performances.15 One article described the cost of a ticket 

to the opera as “premium.”16 An example of the hype surrounding the opera premiere 

comes from an article in the Cleveland News bemoaning the fact that selections from 

the opera performed by the Moscow choir with soloists and symphony orchestra would 

be aired by the Columbia Broadcasting Station on January 11 th. The author complains, 

“It’s bad business to have people aware of scraps before they know the whole.”17 

Several newspaper articles covered every aspect of the opera and the people essential 

to its performance in Cleveland. For example, several articles mentioned the cast, 

especially Anna Leskaya who played Katerina.18 One article announced the Russian 

cast and printed pictures of all the main singers in costume.19 Further promoting the 

opera, an article appeared in the Plain Dealer describing how cast member Yasha 

Davidoff (Boris) had escaped floods and Chinese bandits, which made his Russian life 

sound interesting and full of action.20 Although one might normally expect articles 
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detailing the lives of the cast members playing the main characters, there was a whole 

column mentioning Sylvan Levin, who was directing the training of the Russian 

chorus.21 Another article announced the arrival of Eugene Fuerst, the conductor of the 

Russian chorus, with its members.22 In addition, articles mentioning the city’s beloved 

orchestra director, Rodzinski, appeared with some frequency. For example, some 

articles mentioned his absence from Cleveland while he was rehearsing with the singers 

in New York, while others noted that other orchestras were interested in obtaining him 

as their director.23  

In addition to citing the cast and people involved in the productions, journalists 

wrote about the opera’s subject matter. Herbert Elwell described the plot of the opera as 

having more of a connection to Madame Bovary than to Shakespeare’s Macbeth. He 

also announced that Plain Dealer readers could expect a full plot synopsis and 

description of stage action the following week.24 The Plain Dealer released pictures of 

the Van Horn costume designs for the American premiere.25 Denoe Leedy offered his 

impressions of the work’s compositional aspects when he examined the score before 

Cleveland’s premiere, explaining that in Shostakovich’s work, “the influence of Prokofiev 

is still quite evident.”26  
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Several Cleveland newspapers announced that although the opera was a grand 

musical event for Cleveland, the buildup to the event also brought people from out of 

town. An article appeared in the Chicago Tribune announcing the opera and providing a 

full plot description a few days before the premiere.27 One Cleveland News article 

announced the names of important musicians from New York, Chicago, and Detroit who 

were attending the Cleveland premiere as well as the names of box holders.28 Other 

articles announced that the president of the Pittsburgh Orchestra Association, Chicago 

music critic Karleton Hackett, and Time music critic Elizabeth Armstrong would attend 

the Chicago premiere.29 On January 26, Denoe Leedy claimed that those who operated 

within New York musical circles had their eyes on Cleveland. The Metropolitan Opera 

House had completely sold out of tickets for its performance of Lady Macbeth on 

February 5.30 Gerold Frank’s article, “Celebrities in ‘Music Hear Premiere of ‘Lady 

Macbeth’ Tonight” in the Cleveland News on the day of the premiere, confirmed that the 

musical world had taken note of this event.31 

 

Reactions to Performances in Cleveland and New York 

The American premiere of Lady Macbeth was immensely successful and several 

articles appeared in major newspapers across the country capturing the praise that the 

audience gave the opera. According to Norma Hendricks’s review in the Plain Dealer, “It 
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took eight curtain calls to satisfy the audience at the end of the first act and the 

audience continued to demand them throughout the show. Some hearers were frankly 

puzzled. Most of them said the performance was thrilling and exciting. Some found the 

love scene between Katerina and Sergei rather ‘frank’.”32 Short articles documenting the 

first performance in Cleveland and its success appeared in cities across the nation,33 

but the bulk of the reviews from the first performance in Cleveland came from local 

newspapers. The Cleveland Press published a full page spread complete with pictures 

of notable patrons packing the lobby of Cleveland’s Severance Hall on the night of the 

premiere,34 and the Youngstown Vindicator described the “prolonged and repeated 

roars of applause” that the audience offered to the performers at the premiere.35 

Klefstad’s dissertation provides a wonderful account of reviews from the 

American premiere of Lady Macbeth and its subsequent performances in Cleveland and 

New York. Klefstad lists four main topics that promotional articles for the Cleveland 

Orchestra’s Lady Macbeth address: 1) criticism of bourgeois society, 2) the opera’s 

“dark and murderous plot”, 3) its sexual explicitness, and 4) an orchestral language that 

seems to contradict the stage action (although Shostakovich detailed the role of the 

orchestra commenting on the action in his Modern Music article, this was still lost on 

some critics). Although these themes are found in promotional articles, Klefstad asserts 
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that these promotional writings shaped the reception of the opera in articles reviewing 

the performances in Cleveland.36 

The critic for the Cleveland News Herbert Elwell was one of the more active 

critics at the opera’s premiere in Cleveland. As Klefstad notes, Elwell was one of the 

first critics to cover the opera comprehensively, and his promotional articles and reviews 

influenced the course of the opera’s reception.37 Elwell described the music as 

“smeared with the soil of Russia” and noted that Shostakovich might be in “a fair way of 

becoming a direct heir to the heritage of Russia’s greatest operatic masters from Glinka 

down.”38 He described the work as “off the beaten path,” and noted that it was perhaps 

a little more modern than audiences in Cleveland were typically used to. However, he 

wrote, “To the reaction of the audience which packed the house to the doors, there can 

be no doubt. Its members were shocked and stimulated simultaneously.”39 Arthur 

Loesser, like Elwell, remarks that the music eschews many traditions, such as the 

leading motives in the style of Wagner or “the discontinuity of the ‘numbers’ of older 

operas.”40 Rather, Loesser remarks, the “superabundant rhythmic vitality” of the work is 

reminiscent of Stravinsky and that the freedom to depart from tonality also places the 

work in a modern vein.41 

Elwell says little about the sexual themes of the opera, but other critics make up 

for what he does not say.42 Denoe Leedy describes the opera as “sensational,” leaving 
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“little to the imagination,” and writes that “when the dramatic action arrives at the point 

where a Hollywood censor might be needed the music does the rest.”43 Another article 

in the Press described the premiere as an event that would spark conversation at social 

events for some time due to its taboo subject matter. The seduction scene in Katerina’s 

room was the focus of the review with special attention given to the famous trombone 

wail. “The scene is accompanied by a rhythm of thumping brasses that outheats 

Harlem. It is followed—after that pause—by a trombone wail of which Cab Calloway 

might be quite proud.”44 In addition to the famous trombone excerpt, the authors heavily 

emphasized the importance of the premiere to Cleveland society.  

The Cleveland Orchestra’s premiere of Lady Macbeth brought praise to the 

Cleveland Orchestra, especially Rodzinski, the cast, and other persons involved in 

creating the production. Local newspapers reported Mrs. Philip Andrew Meyers of Wade 

Park Manor honored Rodzinski and the cast with a tea, which about five hundred other 

famous guests attended.45 The sets from the production, specially designed by Richard 

Rychtarik, were put on display by the Cleveland Museum of Art.46 Since Lady Macbeth 

was successful in Cleveland, some critics believed that the event would help Rodzinski 

have audiences on his side when he programmed new music.47 
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Once the musicians performed Lady Macbeth at the Metropolitan Opera House 

in New York, serious discussions about the work and its political ramifications appeared 

in national newspapers. Klefstad, like Virgil Thompson, notes that critics seemed to 

determine whether the opera was a musical success based on whether or not they 

agreed with its political message. Thompson said, “So far, excellent. Good story, good 

libretto, good musical talent, all consecrated to an idealistic purpose. The New York 

audience loved it. The New York critics hedged. In fact, the degree of approval 

expressed by them was in pretty close proportion to the political leftness of the 

respective newspapers for which they work.”48  

The world’s first communist state, the Soviet Union’s “experiment” was a curiosity 

to the West.49 After the start of the Great Depression, many Americans suspected that 

capitalism had failed. As fascist powers took control of governments following 

depressions in Europe, communism seemed like a viable alternative to fascist regimes 

like those developing in Germany and Italy.50 American curiosity about the Soviet 

experiment made the Lady Macbeth a point of intrigue; audiences were curious to hear 

what a Soviet opera sounded like (Shostakovich’s first opera, The Nose had not 

received a performance yet in America).51  

Most critics concluded that the political aspects of the opera detracted from the 

music, while a few thought to the contrary that they contributed to the music. Olin 

Downes, who understood the opera as Soviet propaganda, took issue with the political 
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nature of the opera; Downes blamed what he perceived as Shostakovich’s stylistic flaws 

on political leanings that supported music for the masses. Some critics thought that the 

opera’s perceived soviet ideology detracted from a sense of Russian exoticism and 

thereby, weakened the opera.52 Thompson, however, seemed to be the only critic who 

wished to set aside the issue of politics all together.53 Although the critics had different 

opinions about Shostakovich’s use of political material, American critics agreed in 

understanding the work as approved by the Soviet government; in other words, they 

viewed Lady Macbeth as providing the definitive Soviet perspective on the opera’s 

subject matter.54  

 

Philadelphia Orchestra: First Opera Season 

Shortly after the performances of Lady Macbeth at Severance Hall in Cleveland 

and at the New York Metropolitan Opera House, the Philadelphia orchestra launched 

performances of the opera, in April 1935. Earlier, in March 1935, the Philadelphia 

Inquirer announced that the Philadelphia Orchestra Association would put on Lady 

Macbeth at the city’s Academy of Music. Manager Arthur Judson revealed that the 

opera would take the place previously occupied by Claude Debussy’s Pélleas et 

Mélisande on the program.55 After the initial announcement that Lady Macbeth would be 

coming to Philadelphia, Edwin H. Schloss of the Philadelphia Record claimed that the 

Philadelphia Orchestra’s first opera season would be a success, mostly due to the 
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programming of Lady Macbeth and Die Meistersinger. Schloss went as far as to say 

that the Philadelphia Orchestra had virtually guaranteed themselves a box office 

success by programming Shostakovich’s latest opera.56 

There were some Philadelphians, however, who were not enthusiastic at the 

prospect of Lady Macbeth coming to their city. Mrs. George Holt Strawbridge, director of 

the Clean Amusement Association of America, led the opposition to Philadelphia’s 

planned performances of Lady Macbeth. Calling the opera “vulgar,” “indecent,” and 

“cheaply sensational,” Mrs. Strawbridge particularly objected to the opera’s seduction 

scene. Although the upcoming performances were the target of “strenuous protests,” 

the directors of the Philadelphia Orchestra Association decided to leave Lady Macbeth 

on their program, but also to tone down the seduction scene. The Philadelphia 

Orchestra Association decided that by turning off the lights and deleting a few measures 

of the more overt musical commentary during the sex scene, they could succeed in 

toning down what some thought of as the more vulgar parts of the opera. Thus, they 

could appease those who did not want to attend an opera with such explicit content.57 

The day after the first performance in Philadelphia, the Inquirer reported that the 

curtain meant to conceal the actions of Katerina and Sergei in bed had accidentally 

fallen down in the middle of the scene, revealing to the audience more than they were 

expecting to see. Although the orchestra had purportedly omitted the most damning 

trombone parts referred to as “pornophony” by a reviewer in the New York Sun, 

audience members claimed that they found the cut almost unnoticeable, as the music 
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was still loud and wild. For all the commotion, the scene was mild, the Inquirer reported. 

For all its mildness, some audience members were seemingly offended by the opera; 

reportedly, over two hundred left during the performance with about 150 demanding 

refunds for their tickets. Those who left, however, the Inquirer reported, were a small 

minority of the audience, and there was considerable applause after each act.58 

The commotion associated with the Philadelphia performances indicates that the 

opera was controversial, despite its success in Cleveland and New York. As they had 

regarding performances, newspapers reported about who was and, in this case, who 

was not in attendance. It was noted in the papers that Mrs. Strawbridge was not in 

attendance, but also that a member of the trombone section and personnel manager of 

the orchestra, Paul P. Lotz, did not play in protest against the opera. Conversely, other 

notable members of society were present and expressed their satisfaction with the 

opera. The Inquirer quoted Mrs. Robert von Moschizisker, wife of the former 

Pennsylvania Supreme Court chief justice, “I am surprised to find it so absorbing, and 

there are passages of real beauty.”59 

Yet, despite the controversy over the explicit sexual nature of the opera, 

journalists and music critics thought they understood how the more obscene moments 

of the work functioned to make a political statement. Newspaper articles that had 

announced the opera had prepared audience members for the critique of bourgeois life. 

Schloss stated in the Record, “‘Lady Macbeth’ was written to show the tragedy and 

hopelessness of middle class life among the bourgeoisie of the old Czarist regime.”60 
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Schloss then noted the opera implies that the state of affairs in the Soviet Union now 

was different for women, who did not have to kill their fathers-in-law or husbands to 

escape an unsatisfactory marriage.61 In another article, Schloss referred to Lady 

Macbeth as “politically red and morally scarlet.”62 Stopping short of calling the work 

propaganda, as some critics of earlier performances had, Schloss noted the opera’s 

popularity in Russia.63 As Klefstad wrote about the Cleveland and New York 

performances, Philadelphians also saw Lady Macbeth (which had not yet been 

denounced by the regime) as an officially approved opera of the Soviet Union. 

 

Soviet Censorship 

On January 28, 1936, Pravda (the Central Committee of the Communist Party’s 

official newspaper) published the now famous unsigned editorial titled “A Muddle 

Instead of Music” reviewing Shostakovich’s use of formalist musical elements in Lady 

Macbeth. The article appeared just a few days after Stalin saw the opera with some 

Soviet Officials and left the performance after the third act. Stalin’s early departure from 

the Bolshoi’s new production of the opera sent a message (perhaps not an explici t one), 

and the Pravda editorial clarified it. In the words of Laurel Fay from her book, 

Shostakovich: A Life, “No attempt was made to disguise the threat: This is a game … 

that may end very badly.””64 The Pravda review seemed to take aim at Shostakovich’s 

harmonic language, citing “the deliberately dissonant, muddled stream of sounds” that 
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were more consistent with newer musical fashions.65 The opera’s success in the West 

was used as evidence that Shostakovich composed Lady Macbeth for an audience of 

“aesthete-formalists.”66 

The Pravda critique had a profound influence on Shostakovich, the reception of 

Lady Macbeth, and the reception of his later works. Reinforcing the severity of the 

critique, another unsigned review appeared in Pravda on February 6, 1936 criticizing 

Shostakovich’s ballet, The Limpid Stream, albeit to a lesser extent than the critique of 

Lady Macbeth. Lady Macbeth was immediately censored in the Soviet Union after 

Pravda’s attack on it.67 In America, critics could no longer receive Lady Macbeth as a 

Soviet socialist realist work. Rather, they had to try to understand the roles of the 

government and Shostakovich in shaping Soviet music. In American newspapers, 

articles appeared describing the official condemnation of the opera and its effect on 

Shostakovich and his later music. American critics soon concluded that Soviet 

composers had to comply with government policy on music, and therefore, Soviet music 

was not necessarily an organic outgrowth of expression from each Soviet composer.68  

 

Katerina Ismailova 

 The performances of Lady Macbeth in Philadelphia were the last fully staged 

performances of the opera that Americans would see for decades. In the meantime, 

Stalin launched his purges, World War II was fought and won and the U.S. entered into 

a Cold War with the Soviet Union. Censure of the opera had silenced the work not only 
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in the Soviet Union but also in the United States. Shostakovich revised Lady Macbeth in 

1956 to pass Soviet censors, altering some of the vocal lines and orchestral interludes. 

The revised opera was successful after its first performances in Russia in 1963, and in 

1964, Convent Garden’s production of the revised version (commonly known in America 

as Katerina Ismailova) came to San Francisco.69  

 Alexander Fried’s review of the 1964 San Francisco Katerina Ismailova 

performance evaluated the opera as a work with an essential vitality, but not without 

flaws. Fried asserted that the San Francisco audience had mixed impressions of the 

work because “Shostakovich seems never to have quite decided what his opera should 

be.”70 Fried criticized Shostakovich’s use of “vulgar, harsh humor” and his “blatantly 

inconsistent” music. However, Fried conceded that aspects of the opera’s staging and 

production also contributed to a sense of bewilderment in the audience. Fried cited poor 

translations that caused the audience to laugh during serious scenes and certain 

incidents of “heavyhanded literal staging” that detracted from the opera’s story and 

musical content.71  

 In a review of the original version of Lady Macbeth as revived in San Francisco in 

1981, John Rockwell compared his memories of the revised Katerina to the newly 

recovered original. Rockwell recalled the 1964 Katerina performance as brilliant and 

gripping due to the cast’s talent. Rockwell thought that the 1981 San Francisco 

production of Lady Macbeth did not quite measure up to the city’s 1964 performance of 

Katerina in its execution. He did concede, however, that “the earlier version's libretto is 
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clearly preferable, and a good case can be made that even if some of the transitions in 

the new version are smoother, the older version is more of a piece, as well as being a 

vital document of Stalinist repression.”72 Rockwell seemed to receive the irony in the 

score better than Fried had, but still noted: 

Ultimately, one must return to the score itself. This is an opera in which 

emotionally convincing sympathy with the drama is continually undercut by irony. 
In his later scores, Shostakovich found a way to integrate his bitterness and 
mockery with his affirmation. Here, it all sounds disjunct in the wrong ways, a 

catalogue of devices he would use to better effect later on.73 
 

The idea that Lady Macbeth is a less smooth version of the opera, but a more visceral, 

vital expression of the story is one that persists in later reviews of the work. This 

sentiment and the sense of the work as a “vital document of Stalinist repression” are 

perhaps the reasons that opera companies in the United States chose to program Lady 

Macbeth and not Katerina Ismailova after Lady Macbeth’s revival. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RECEPTION 1981-PRESENT 

Introduction 

Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District’s American revival in San Francisco in 

1981 was a major musical event. Soon after Gerald Freeman’s 1981, Liviu Ciulei’s 

production, brought to America from Italy, kept the opera relevant in the United States 

with performances at the Spoleto Festival in Charleston, South Carolina in 1982, the 

Chicago Lyric Opera in 1983, and the Juilliard American Opera Center in 1984. San 

Francisco’s 1988 production and Graham Vick’s iconic production at the New York 

Metropolitan Opera in 1994 cemented Lady Macbeth in the repertory of American opera 

houses. Themes that run through many of the opera reviews include Lady Macbeth’s 

quick induction into the operatic canon after its American revival and the freshness and 

relevance that had endured over eighty years after the Cleveland Orchestra’s American 

premiere of it in 1935. Reviews of performances since the opera’s revival have 

generally been positive. Critics often describe productions of Lady Macbeth as a fresh 

and welcome change from what was often rather conservative programming by some 

opera companies. 

Since Lady Macbeth’s American revival in San Francisco in 1981, several 

additional productions have premiered in the United States. Table 1 shows all the 

productions of Lady Macbeth that I am aware of in the U.S. between 1981 and 2016. 

Other events, such as the release of EMI’s recording of the opera with Rostropovich as 

conductor and the public discourse over Solomon Volkov’s Testimony shaped the 

conversation reviews had and continue to have about Lady Macbeth and 
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Shostakovich’s career. Furthermore, anti-communist sentiment in America and the 

events of the ongoing Cold War continued to mold American public opinion of the Soviet 

Union. Dissidents of the Soviet Union revealed what the regime would have rather kept 

secret behind the iron curtain. For example, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s Gulag 

Archipelago, published in 1974 exposed in detail the Gulag labor camp system. 1 

 

Table 2: Known staged productions/performances of Lady Macbeth since 1981 in 

the U.S.2 

Year Company Conductor Production 
Director 

Language Performance 
Dates 

1981 San Francisco 

Opera 

Calvin 

Simmons 

Gerald 

Freeman 
 

Russian September 

19, 25, 29, 
October 8, 11 

1982 Spoleto 
Festival 

(Charleston, 
SC) 

Christian 
Badea 

Liviu Ciulei English 
(transl. 

Edward 
Downes) 

May 22, 26, 
29, June 4 

1983 Chicago Lyric Bruno 

Bartoletti 

Liviu Ciulei English 

(transl. 
Edward 

Downes) 

October 15, 

19, 22, 25, 
28, 31, 

November 2 

1984 Juilliard 
American 
Opera Center 

Maxim 
Shostakovich 

Liviu Ciulei English 
(transl. 
Edward 

Downes) 

February 15, 
17, 19 

1988 San Francisco 
Opera 

Sir John 
Pritchard 

Gerald 
Freeman 

Russian 
with English 

surtitles 

November 
12, 19, 21, 

25, 30, 
December 4 

1994 New York 

Metropolitan 
(“Met Revival”) 

James 

Conlon 

Graham Vick Russian November 

10, 14, 18, 
22, 26, 30 

2000 New York Valery Graham Vick Russian March 9, 14, 

                                                                 
1
 Malia, Russia Under Western Eyes, 394–398. 

2
 These are all the staged performances that I am aware of at my time of writing in January 2017. In 2007, 

the Kirkov Opera toured to Washinton D.C. and gave one performance of the opera without staging. Olga 
Hadley “Shostakovich: ‘Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District’ (Kirkov Opera),” Opera Today, last modified 

February 6, 2007, http://www.operatoday.com/ content/2007/02/shostakovich_la.php.  
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Metropolitan Gergiev 18, 21, 25,30 

2002 Los Angeles 
Opera 

Valery 
Gergiev, 

Maxim 
Shostakovich 

Irina 
Molostova 

Russian October 10, 
23, 24, 25, 

26, 27, 28, 
29 

2003 San Francisco 
Opera 

Donald 
Runnicles 

Johannes 
Schaaf  

Russian November 9, 
11, 14, 17, 

20, 22 

2003 Baltimore 
Opera 

Company 

Christian 
Badea 

Uwe Eric 
Laufenberg 

Russian February 22, 
26, 28, 

March 2 

2006 Austin Lyric Richard 
Buckley 

Ken Cazan Russian January 7, 9, 
13, 15 

2014 New York 

Metropolitan 

James 

Conlon 

Graham Vick Russian November 

10, 13, 17, 
21, 25, 29 

 

 

Rostropovich and Volkov 

Two years before the opera’s American revival, in 1979, the EMI Great 

Recordings of the Century label was the first ever recording of Lady Macbeth on CD of 

a performance of Rostropovich conducting the London Philharmonic Orchestra and the 

Ambrosian Opera Chorus in April 1978. EMI issued subsequent remastered releases of 

the CD in 1990 and 2002.3 The recording is revered as one of the best recordings of the 

opera and it won several awards after its initial release in 1979.4 It is probable, then, 

that American audiences heard the this production before seeing a staged version of 

the work in person. 

Solomon Volkov’s Testimony, published in an English translation in 1979, had an 

immense impact on how Americans thought about Shostakovich. Most importantly, 

                                                                 
3 “Shostakovich: ‘Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk/’ Vishnevskaya, Rostropovich” Ark iv Music, last modified May 

25, 2002, http://www.arkivmusic.com/classical/album.jsp?album_id=51148. 
4
 Victor Carr Jr., “Shostakovich: ‘Lady Macbeth,’” Classics Today, last modified May 25, 2002, 

https://www.classicstoday.com/review/review-7790/. 
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Volkov claimed that Shostakovich had confided in him specific meanings in several of 

his works. Of the seventh symphony, Volkov (speaking for Shostakovich) writes about 

the sorrow many Russians felt after losing loved ones. Of the sorrow he writes,  

It suffocated me too. I had to write about it, I felt that it was my responsibility, my 
duty. I had to write a requiem for all those who died, who had suffered. I had to 

describe the horrible extermination machine and express protest against it. But 
how could I do it? I was constantly under suspicion then, and critics counted what 

percentage of my symphonies was in a major key and what percentage in a 
minor key. That oppressed me, it deprived me of the will to compose.5 

Volkov then describes Shostakovich’s Seventh and Eighth Symphonies as requiems for 

the people of Russia.6 Here, Volkov depicts Shostakovich as a dissident much like 

Solzhenitsyn, secretly working to undermine the Soviet Union and reveal his work when 

safe.  

 Laurel Fay questioned the authenticity of Testimony quickly after it was 

published, but it would be almost another twenty years before the debate over whether 

or not Testimony was a fake would begin.7 It is common knowledge to musicologists 

that Testimony has received some fierce criticism and has been the object of much 

skepticism, but to other musicians and music critics, Testimony is sometimes taken for 

granted as Shostakovich’s official memoirs. Even those who know about the 

controversy surrounding the memoirs will argue in favor of Testimony should they 

choose to believe in its authenticity. For example, on his blog Mixed Meters, in 2011 

(several years after the height of the “Shostakovich Wars”) composer and musician 

David Ocker presents his argument for Testimony as truth. In the comment section 

                                                                 
5
 Solomon Volkov, Testimony: The Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich (New York: Harper & Row, 1979), 

135–136. 
6
 Ibid., 136. 

7
 Malcolm Hamrick Brown, ed., A Shostakovich Casebook  (Bloomington IN: Indiana University Press, 

2004), 2. 
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beneath the article, a reader agrees with the sentiment that the voice of Shostakovich is 

present in Testimony even though Ocker provides no evidence for this statement.8 

Early Revival: 1981-1994 

Following the American revival of the opera in San Francisco, reviewers treated 

performances of the opera with curiosity. Although the censure of the opera was now 

well-known in musical circles and it was possible to find a recording of the work, Lady 

Macbeth was still new to opera houses. Reviewers praised opera companies for staging 

the work as it was different from the usual operas that were programmed frequently. 

Unlike some critics of the 1935 performances, reviewers generally understood that the 

orchestra functioned as commentary on the dramatic action. Like reviewers from 1935, 

those writing about the opera after its revival discussed the Russianness of the opera. 

Finally, as Americans had become aware of what kind of man Stalin was, critics decided 

that he must have opposed the work for a variety of reasons including his prudeness, 

his intolerance for a work that mocked a police state or one that ended with a bleak 

picture of convicts heading to Siberia. 

The San Francisco production of Lady Macbeth at the War Memorial Opera 

House on September 19, 1981 marked the revival of the opera in the U.S.9 This was the 

second production of the opera in the United States after the original touring production 

by the Cleveland Orchestra conducted by Artur Rodzinski. As early as this first revival of 

the opera in the U.S., critics suspected that the opera would become a staple of 

8
 David Ocker, “Testimony – Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich,” Mixed Meters, last modified May 25, 2011, 

http://mixedmeters.com/2011/05/testimony-memoirs-of-dmit ri.html. 
9
 I am sincerely grateful to the San Francisco Opera Archives for copying and mailing me all of the 

reviews that they have of the 1981, 1988, and 2003 San Francisco productions.  
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twentieth century opera literature. In an article in Time, “Add One to the List of Greats,” 

Michael Walsh called Lady Macbeth “a top modern opera” to rival other modern operas 

such as Pelléas et Mélisande, Peter Grimes, and Wozzeck.10 Furthermore, as Charles 

Shere noted in the Oakland Tribune, “It was a major event, attended by writers from all 

over the country.”11 

Liviu Ciulei’s production of the opera, first seen in the U.S. at the Spoleto Festival 

in Charleston, South Carolina in May 1982, was the first production to follow the San 

Francisco revival. After the opera’s performance at the Spoleto Festival, Ciulei’s 

production was then shown at the Chicago Lyric Opera (October 1983) and Julliard 

Opera Center (February 1984) in quick succession. Cuilei’s production, performed by 

several opera companies across the country, certainly familiarized Americans with the 

opera. Critics talked about the 1988 San Francisco production and the 1994 New York 

Metropolitan production as if Lady Macbeth had finally arrived as another twentieth-

century opera for the “list of greats” that Michael Walsh had predicted it would be about 

a decade before. San Francisco’s 1988 production of Lady Macbeth was so popular that 

it was virtually sold out, and the “Met Revival” of the opera in 1994 would long be 

considered a magnificent musical event to be revered and remembered in American 

musical history.12 

The American revival of Lady Macbeth can be credited to Kurt Herbert Adler, 

general company director of the San Francisco Opera. New York Times critic John 

Rockwell praised Adler for his lavish opera productions and considered Lady Macbeth 
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 Michael Walsh, “Add One to the List of Greats,” Time Magazine, October 5, 1981. 
11

 Charles Shere, “Opera Triumphs with Shostakovich’s ‘Lady Macbeth,’” Oakland Tribune, October 2, 
1981, 3–6. 
12

 Rhoda Klitsner, “’88 Opera as Varied as Vocal Range,” Contra Costa Times, December 15, 1988. 
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of the Mtsensk District to fall into the category of vital twentieth-century opera revivals, 

many of which Adler launched as director of the SFO. One of the few critics to make an 

explicit association between the performance of the opera and contemporary U.S.-

Soviet relations, Rockwell hinted that it was risky to launch a production of the opera in 

America during the height of the Cold War.13 

Discussions of Music and Dramatic Devices: Katerina vs. Lady Macbeth 

Comparisons between the San Francisco 1981 and 1988 productions of Lady 

Macbeth and San Francisco’s 1964 Katerina Ismailova performance are common. 

Rockwell referred to the 1964 Katerina Ismailova production, also by the San Francisco 

opera company, describing it as a “brilliant” one; the revival of Lady Macbeth, however, 

did not quite live up to the brilliance of Katerina for Rockwell.14 He criticized 

Shostakovich’s use of dramatic devices in Lady Macbeth as “disjunct in the wrong 

ways” and stated that the composer would apply such devices more masterfully later in 

his career.15 However, as mentioned above, Walsh preferred the 1964 Katerina:  

When Shostakovich revised the opera in 1956, he toned down the eroticism of 

both the music and the text (based on Nikolai Leskov’s 1865 story). It was 
essentially the same work that had fallen afoul of Pravda, but noticeably missing 
were the trombone slides, the most literal music depiction of sexual intercourse 

since the write. But as a rule, first impulses tend to be more visceral: Hindemith’s 
first version of Cardillac, for example, or Verdi’s original Don Carlos. The same is 

true of Lady Macbeth. As staged by the enterprising San Francisco Opera, which 
gave Katerina Ismailova its U.S. premiere in 1964, Lady Macbeth showed a 
power of raw urgency that was weakened by its later revision.16 

Oakland Tribune critic Charles Shere also compared the new San Francisco production 

of Lady Macbeth to the San Francisco performance of Katerina. Shere described 

13
 Rockwell, “Opera.” 

14
 Ibid. 

15
 Ibid. 

16
 Walsh, “Add One.” 
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Katerina as having toned down the grotesquerie of the plot and considered Lady 

Macbeth to represent Shostakovich's peak as a composer.17  

Although there were a few disputes about which version of the opera was more 

effective, critics understood the orchestra’s role as commentator on the dramatic action, 

unlike some critics of the 1935 performances. Critics now understood Shostakovich as a 

dissident of the Soviet regime and perhaps could read levels of satire into the work in 

that reviewers could not prior to the opera’s censorship. Robert Commanday’s review in 

the San Francisco Chronicle was one of the more insightful reviews in its observations 

of music/plot connections. He gave a short overview regarding how Shostakovich’s 

music suits the dramatic action it accompanies on stage. Unlike Rockwell, he liked the 

fact that the opera was sung in Russian, “The singing in Russian sounded authentic in 

color, inflections and rhythm, but it is necessary to study the libretto. The effort for the 

cast and audience are well worth it.”18 Richard Pontzious’s review in The San Francisco 

Chronicle called the opera’s score huge, mentioning that it was more symphonic than 

operatic at times. Like Commanday, Pontzious commented on the music-plot 

relationship; he understood that Shostakovich wanted the audience to feel sympathetic 

toward Katerina and that the music manipulated the audience to feel such sympathy. He 

applauded the opera: “This is a powerful production on many levels. [Its] newness may 

shock, but its excellence should transcend that and ensure its position in the repertory. 

Forty-five years was too long a wait.”19  
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On February 15, 1984, the Julliard American Opera Center launched the first 

production of Lady Macbeth in New York City since the 1935 performance at the 

Metropolitan Opera conducted by Artur Rodzinski.20 Donal Henahan’s review of 

Juilliard’s production of Lady Macbeth in the New York Times said nothing unfavorable 

about Shostakovich’s original composition. His review focused more heavily on Liviu 

Ciulei’s production performed at the Spoleto festival in Charleston in 1982 and at the 

Chicago Lyric in 1983. Henahan praised Maxim Shostakovich’s work as orchestra 

director and criticized the stage design for being brighter than the drab reality that it is 

meant to depict. Although Henahan found a few small faults with the singers, he did not 

blame Shostakovich’s score for the difficulties they encountered, but rather, the decision 

to perform the work in English.21  

Charleston’s annual music festival, named after its sister city, Spoleto, Italy, 

brought a production of Lady Macbeth sung in Russian from Italy to an audience in 

South Carolina on May 22, 1982.22 The 1982 festival featured a large range of art music 

and jazz over seventeen days. Bernard Holland writing for the New York Times praised 

the production and execution of Lady Macbeth at the Spoleto festival, but he reserved 

his highest compliments for Shostakovich. Holland mentioned that he enjoyed the 

costuming, found the English translation functional, thought the singers to be adequate, 

and for the most part, liked the set design. Regarding these features Holland still found 

small faults, but about the composition, he wrote, “Shostakovich’s orchestral writing is 

extraordinary, both in miniature and macrocosm—the sighing trombone after the first 
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lovemaking [is] equally disturbing as in its way as the savage orchestral tuttis that join 

“Lady Macbeth’s” nine scenes together.”23 

Perhaps the most striking reviews of the SFO’s 1988 production came from the 

San Francisco Chronicle music critic Robert Commanday, who claimed that the opera 

had now made its way into the operatic canon. He praised the score, and asserted that 

the orchestral writing built the dramatic commentary into the opera without 

overwhelming any of the vocalists and that the singing remained central to the opera. 

He remarked further that, although the opera was sung in Russian with English 

supertitles, supertitles were practically superfluous, as the music comments so literally 

on the drama. Commanday also noted Shostakovich’s use of parody and musical 

juxtapositions as tools to create sympathy for Katerina in the audience and as a critique 

of “male domination and exploitation of women.”24 

Commanday also described the music and music-plot interaction of Lady 

Macbeth in detail. He designated the opera unusual because the orchestra is the source 

of a large amount of the musical ideas and commentary. He noted that only Janacek’s 

operas and Berg’s Wozzeck were comparable, although Shostakovich’s compositional 

also differed from theirs. Commanday believed the opera was so effective because the 

music was direct in underscoring the drama. He did not consider it Shostakovich’s best 

work, but did write, “It’s the most powerful opera that has come to us out of the Soviet 

Union and one that speaks to us today.”25 
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The Novelty of Lady Macbeth 

The idea of programming something novel or unusual was a happy thought for 

many critics, tired with opera companies repeating 19th century “classics.” Due to 

budget constraints at the Spoleto festival in Charleston in 1982, the festival was limited 

to performing only one of the two operas that they wanted to show: Shostakovich’s Lady 

Macbeth and Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress.26 This production of Lady Macbeth was 

first presented in Italy in 1980. Bernard Holland’s article in The New York Times about 

the Spoleto festival’s first performance of Lady Macbeth praised the festival for its 

decision to show the opera. Holland began with a description of Lady Macbeth’s role in 

the festival: 

Indeed, for someone just emerging from New York's 1981–82 season, Spoleto 
seems a little like Lincoln Center with palm trees added. 

The exception, however, is a powerful and important one—Shostakovich's cruelly 

honest operatic look into provincial Russian life—''Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk 
District,'' which was given Saturday night at Charleston's Gaillard Municipal 
Auditorium in the first of four performances.27 

Holland recognized the choice to show Lady Macbeth as fresh programming and 

viewed the rest of the pieces on the program as stale because they were commonly 

performed in concert halls around the nation. Holland also saw the opera as an 

important tale about provincial Russia and suggested that the opera was not just a 

dramatic work, but also an informative one. 

Reviewers of the San Francisco Opera’s 1988 season told two different stories: 

1) the season was exceedingly successful and sold 96% of its tickets, and 2) the

company continued to show older operas and the programs had become stale. The 

26
 William Stracener, “The 1982 Spoleto Festival U.S.A., a 17-day Cultural Smorgasbord,” United Press 

International, May 15, 1982. 
27

 Holland, “Opera.” 
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correspondent for the Costa Mesa Times, Rhoda Klitsner, reflected optimistically on the 

SFO’s 1988 season, citing high ticket sales and several famous opera stars who sang in 

their productions that year as the highlights for the company.28 Paul Hertelendy of 

Mercury News, however, chastised the SFO for programming “old grand operas.” 

Hertelendy lamented the trend in opera to be nostalgic—that is—about performers and 

operas. For example, Hertelendy asked, “And what’s with all this nonsense about doing 

operas uncut?” He found the recent reluctance of opera directors to cut sections of 

larger works as a tedious exercise for both them and the listener. Hertelendy also called 

the SFO foolish for hiring so many European opera stars to sing in their productions; 

Hertelendy described them as flighty and fickle, and hypothesized that they would rather 

sing in Europe than America.29 

Critics of Stalin and Advocates of America 

Following the success of the well-attended revival of Lady Macbeth in San 

Francisco, the Chicago Lyric Opera worked quickly to add the opera to its repertoire. 

Roughly two years later, on October 15, 1983, the Lyric staged its production of Lady 

Macbeth.30 John von Rhein of the Chicago Tribune used the Lyric’s production of Lady 

Macbeth to comment on the negative side of living in Stalin’s Russia. Perhaps these 

comments, like von Rhein’s, were fueled by Cold War tensions. Von Rhein commented 

on Stalin’s intentions in denouncing the opera: 

Those graphic trombones depicting the lovemaking of our heroine Katerina and 

her tempter, Sergei, actually seem rather comic today. Stalin thought they 
glorified lust among the merchant class, and he wasn’t about to hold up Katerina 

28
 Klitsner, “’88 Opera.” 
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30
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as a model for Soviet socialist womanhood. Political murder for him was 
obviously OK; but domestic murder depicted on stage? Nyet!31 

 
Rhein criticized Stalin’s denunciation of the opera, saying that, “If nothing else, 

Shostakovich’s slice of Soviet verismo proves that dictators make terrible music 

critics.”32 During the height of the Cold War while the U.S. and the Soviet Union were at 

odds with each other, these comments functioned as a way for Rhein to claim 

Shostakovich for the West by claiming that he was not on Stalin’s (or the Soviet 

Union’s) side. Rhein’s speculation about Stalin’s thoughts concerning the opera are not 

based on any documented facts as to why the opera was denounced, but such 

speculations created a common myth about the opera that was spread in other 

newspaper publications. Although it is reasonable to assume that the orders for the 

opera’s denouncement came from Stalin himself, this has not been verified. 

Commanday announced the return of Lady Macbeth to San Francisco in 1988 

and provided his readers with a history of the opera and its denouncement, and 

asserted that the opera was banned in the Soviet Union for its subject matter and not 

the music, as the Pravda article had stated. Commanday cited the caricature of the 

police, the bleak representation of convicts heading to Siberia, a complex female lead, 

and themes of sexuality and social injustice and love as valid pretenses for murder as 

the subject matter that Stalin would have wanted to quiet immediately.33 Commanday 

then wrote at length about the socio-political repercussions of the work. He noted that 

Shostakovich’s wife at the time, Nina Varzar, may have influenced his thoughts about 

women. The opera critically highlighted the abuses women faced on a daily basis and, 
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as we know from the composer’s own writing, Shostakovich had plans to write an 

additional three operas on women in pre-Soviet Russia.34 

In another article Commanday stated, In its return to the San Francisco Opera 

Saturday after seven years, Shostakovich’s work confirmed its persuasiveness and 

place in the Slavic tradition of Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky, and Janacek.”35 Commanday 

claimed Lady Macbeth to be not only a great work of the twentieth century, but a 

distinctly Russian work. Despite these claims of Russianness, Commanday also saw 

this production of the opera as an homage to the 1981 San Francisco production. “The 

powerful ‘Lady Macbeth’ in 1981 was memorable, with the late Calvin Simmons 

conducting. Doing justice to that memory, the current production is a high point of this 

season.”36 For Commanday, Lady Macbeth was a Russian work, but its second 

performance in San Francisco served to commemorate the city’s musical life and 

celebrated its willingness to revive an almost forgotten opera. 

Issues of Performance 

About the SFO’s 1988 production of Lady Macbeth, critics agreed on its success 

as an opera and its memorable part in the SFO’s season. Hertelendy placed Lady 

Macbeth third in a list of ten operas that the SFO produced that fall season after 

Rossini’s Maometto II and Stravinsky’s The Rake’s Progress.37 Klitsner stated, “‘Lady 

Macbeth’ caused a stir and eventually sellout houses with a spine-tingling 

production…”38 However, William Lewis from Hollywood Variety, for the most part 

approving of Shostakovich’s compositional skills, found major faults in SFO’s 

34
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production. He mentioned John Pritchard’s slow paced conducting, a general lack of 

explicitness in scenes that required it, and noted that “the audience also seemed 

confused by the opera’s collision of music and drama, and found many opportunities to 

laugh, mostly as a result of the poorly timed and translated “supertitles.””39 

Reception 1994-Present 

Though the Cold War had ended, from 1994 on, critics continued to blame Stalin 

with increasing vigor for censoring the opera and depriving audiences of other operas 

that Shostakovich may have written had Lady Macbeth not found itself target of the 

Pravda article, “A Muddle Instead of Music.”  The widespread narrative of Shostakovich 

as secret dissident of the Soviet regime as perpetuated by Testimony only encouraged 

reviewers to speculate reasons why Stalin would have wanted to suppress the opera. 

Reviews from this time period often focused on aspects of the performance rather than 

the compositional aspects of the work, suggesting that Lady Macbeth is now a part of 

the Western musical canon. 

Novelty 

Like other productions after 1981, critics enjoyed hearing a work that is not 

performed too often. Journalists described Lady Macbeth at the San Francisco Opera in 

2003 as a success for the opera company and for classical music in San Francisco in 

general. Georgia Rowe reviewed San Francisco’s classical music scene of 2003 and 

noted that it had been a very good year for classical music fans. She then rated the best 

and worst events of the year, and placed the SFO’s production of Lady Macbeth second 

39
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only to a visit by the Berlin Philharmonic under the direction of Simon Rattle.40 Joshua 

Kosman described the 2003 San Francisco production as the saving grace of an 

otherwise not so successful season. Kosman determined that the success of the 

production was a product of the opera’s instrumental and vocal brilliance and the cast’s 

fine execution of their roles. Kosman provided his readers with historical detail about the 

public condemnation of the opera, describing it as a “musical scandal.”41 

Canonization 

If San Francisco’s 1988 production of Lady Macbeth did not put the opera on the 

American musical map, the Met’s revival of the work in 1994 surely did. Edward 

Rothstein writing for The New York Times said, "this opera is also one of the great 

masterworks of the century,” and that “the Met has, however belatedly, taken on an 

important challenge.”42 Opera News published director James Conlon’s notes on the 

opera and the upcoming Met production. About Lady Macbeth Conlon said, “No modern 

opera has had greater political repercussions.” Conlon cited the work’s censorship as 

unique compared to the censorship of other political operas, noting that Lady Macbeth’s 

denouncement had large consequences, as Shostakovich never wrote another opera 

after the denouncement. Conlon stated, “Perhaps the greatest tragedy of all is that the 

world was deprived of what clearly could have been a giant of Russian opera.”43  

Vick’s 1994 production of Lady Macbeth at the New York Met would be talked 

about for years to come. In fact, when performing Lady Macbeth, the Met still uses 

40
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Vick’s production exclusively. This production was brought back in 2000 and again in 

2014. Paul Griffiths praised Vick for updating the setting of the opera to the 1950s, 

which he thought made the opera more accessible to American audiences.44 However, 

Vick’s production was not without controversy. Edward Rothstein thought that Vick had 

simply made the opera a vulgar farce, that Vick saw the work as Stalin had.45 Reviews 

from the Met’s 2000 and 2014 performances of Vick’s production often compared those 

performances to the ones from 1994. For example, Anthony Tommasini’s review of the 

production in The New York Times commended Vick for his setting of the opera and 

began with these words: 

Updating an opera from its historical setting to the approximate present can often 

represent lazy thinking on the part of the director, a gimmicky way to make an 
older work seem relevant. But the director Graham Bick’s production of 
Shostakovich’s great tragi-satirical opera, “Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District,” 

unveiled at the Metropolitan Opera in 1994, demonstrates the right kind of 
updating concept can be revelatory.46 

 
Clearly, Tommasini was impressed by Vick’s production in 2000 and he again wrote 

about Vick’s production at the Met in 2014 with as much admiration as before. 

Tommasini called the production “audacious” and “inventive” and bestowed praise on 

Vick for the way the updated setting better conveyed that Katerina was oppressed in her 

environment.47 In response to the 2014 Met production, another critic writing for 

Financial Times described the opera as wonderful and criticized the Met for putting on 

so few performances of the work. He did approve of their decision to use Vick’s 

production again, calling it a “brilliant production, clearly conceived and imaginatively 
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focused.”48 Vick’s production received much praise from most critics, and the fact that it 

had been brought back to the Metropolitan Opera twice after its original showing with 

several years between is a testament to the production’s importance in America. 

  David Shengold of Opera News said of Vick’s 2014 production, Lady Macbeth 

“must rank high among the company’s triumphs of the past forty years.”49 Reviewers 

considered the now twenty-year-old production to be zany and bizarre, but saw it as 

highlighting the opera’s grotesque nature.50 Eric C. Simpson, writing for the New York 

Classical Review, described Vick’s production as providing insight into the work, “Far 

from confusing the opera, Vick’s often grotesque vision elucidates it. In some 

ways, Lady Macbeth is so odd to begin with that it takes an even stranger interpretation 

to make sense of it.”51 

Vick’s production undoubtedly became a signature performance for the Met, but 

critics’ new habit of judging productions said something more about Shostakovich’s 

work. In The New York Times, Anthony Tommasini praised Vick’s setting and the cast 

of the 2000 production. Tommasini, like Davis, did not comment much on 

Shostakovich’s compositional technique, but instead chose to focus on the production 

and cast.52 This may have been an indication that Lady Macbeth had been accepted 

into the twentieth-century operatic canon; there was no longer any need to discuss 

whether the opera belonged in it. The conversation had changed from whether or not 
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the opera was worthy of a place in the canon to how well the cast performed the work 

and whether the production spoke to the audience.53 After Vick’s production in 1994, 

critics rarely focused on compositional aspects of the work, choosing instead to write 

about the cast’s execution of the work. Critics seemed to have accepted Lady Macbeth 

as a compositional masterpiece that no longer needed to be critiqued. About the first 

American performances of the work, there are articles dedicated to the merit of 

members of the cast, conductors, and producers, but this became more prevalent 

around the time of the 1988 San Francisco Opera and 1994 New York Metropolitan 

productions.  

Examples of articles reviewing the production or execution of the work, rather 

than the composition itself abound. For instance, John Shulson’s review of the 

Baltimore production for Opera Canada had almost nothing negative to say about the 

production save that the pit orchestra drowned out Pierre Lefèbvre’s performance as the  

shabby peasant. Shulson applauded the production’s raw nature; unlike several other 

American performances of the work that, critics claimed, toned down the more 

suggestive aspects of the plot, Laufenberg’s production left little to the imagination.54 A 

review in the American Record Guide also gave the production and cast high marks, 

and called the explicit show “appropriately grim and gritty.”55 

The increasing trend for reviewers to comment more on the musicians’ 

performances and the set and costume designs in Lady Macbeth than on the work’s 

compositional aspects persisted especially in reviews of San Francisco’s third 
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production of the opera in 2003.56 The emphasis on reviewing the cast instead of the 

composition seemed to stem from a general acceptance of the work into the operatic 

canon; after the turn of the century, few reviews still debated Lady Macbeth’s 

importance. One common focus of the 2003 SFO production reviews was conductor 

Donald Runnicles. Journalists agreed that Runnicles’s direction of the orchestra was 

outstanding. Stephanie von Buchau, writing for the Tri-Valley Herald, made Runnicles’s 

performance the main topic of her article.57 In the Australian publication, Opera - Opera, 

SFO’s production of Lady Macbeth received acclaim, with a large amount of the credit 

given to Runnicles.58 

In her article “Lead Does Killer Job with Controversial Opera,” Georgia Rowe 

cited Runnicles’s words. She quoted the orchestra director when he talked about the 

importance of Lady Macbeth. “It’s not only one of the seminal works of the 20th century, 

but one of the entire operatic repertoire.”59 Rowe also quoted Runnicles  expressing his 

admiration for Shostakovich’s compositional technique, when he called him a “…master 

of the orchestra, a master of subtext…”60 Runnicles stated that the opera was great 

because it addressed important subjects that any human being could relate to, such as 

the meaning of life and relationships. 
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One particular article about the 2003 San Francisco production focused solely on 

the singer cast as Sergei, Christopher Ventris. Columnist Cheryl North interviewed 

Ventris, who had performed as Sergei in at least three other productions of the opera. 

Apparently, Ventris found theatrical and physically demanding roles more interesting, 

although critics admired virtually everything he did, whether it required considerable 

acting or not. North’s article offered some insight into Lady Macbeth as an opera, but 

was more a picture of Ventris’s musical career and personal life.61 

Soviet Censorship and American Values 

After the opera’s revival in the United States, critics decided that the opera was 

an important piece of history because it supported certain ideas and human rights that 

America cherished, but the Soviet Union tried to squash and silence. Many critics 

suspected that the Pravda article was not only a critique the music, but also an 

opposition to feminist ideals and criticism or mocking of government entities. Writing 

about the 2003 San Francisco production, Rasmi Simihan explained the opera as “a 

metaphor for life in a police state.” Simihan asserted that society does not permit 

Katerina an outlet for her intelligence because she is a woman. Furthermore, he noted 

that only through relationships with men could Katerina express herself. Simihan saw 

the opera as mostly a feminist expression, claiming that no institution is sacred or free 

from mocking: 

Hardly an institution goes unscathed in the opera. Marriage is loveless, the police 

inefficient and gender relations unequal. Even the priest gets soused and hits on 
the bride. Like so many other female characters, Katerina is only free to make 
one decision: to take her own life.62 
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Here Simihan elevated the status of the opera as a feminist work above its attempt to 

critique Russia’s Czarist past. In his review of the 1988 San Francisco production, 

Commanday also expressed his skepticism about Pravda’s musical critique of the 

opera, quite bluntly asserting that the music was not the reason for the opera’s 

denouncement. 

About to launch his infamous regime-wide purges in 1936, there was no way 
Stalin could tolerate an opera whose central theme was that love and social 

injustice legitimize murder. Also too close for comfort was the opera’s grotesque 
and frightening caricature of the police, the finale showing convicts plodding 

hopelessly off to Siberia and the despairing last words of the old convict. The 
explosiveness of Stalin’s response must have had roots in his peasant Victorian 
reaction to the outright sexual theme and his complex attitudes about women.63 

 
Conlon echoed similar sentiments about the subject matter, “He [Shostakovich] 

realistically depicted the lowly status of Russian women and laid bare the hypocrisy and 

brutality of Soviet society…Shostakovich’s sardonic portrayal of the Stalinist police 

network in Lady Macbeth was an act of outrageous bravery.”64 Although this speculation 

is quite interesting, one should not necessarily take these American critics at their word.  

On November 10, 1994, the New York Metropolitan Opera launched its first 

production of the opera. Opera News published notes by the conductor, James Conlon, 

in its December 1994 issue. Conlon’s article, with its musical examples and character 

and plot descriptions, resembles to Shostakovich’s 1934 article in Modern Music. 

Conlon, like the composer, wanted to help the audience understand musical themes 

and motives in the opera and their meaning. Conlon stated, “No modern opera has had 

greater political repercussions.” He noted that although other operas had been 
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censored before, the censorship of Lady Macbeth may have stifled Shostakovich’s 

potentially large opera legacy.65 

With these reviews in mind, one must recall the discussion of Jauss’s horizon of 

expectations in chapter one. Reviews like these illuminated the bias created by the 

reviewers’ horizon of expectations; their point of view was very different from that of an 

audience member living in the Soviet Union in the 1930s. The late twentieth- and early 

twenty-first -century American perspective of Stalin’s Soviet Union are not 

representative of the meaning such images as convicts heading to Siberia and police 

caricatures might have had for Soviet audiences. What these reviews do reveal is that 

Americans were eager to deny the Soviet state’s (especially Stalin’s) concern about 

issues of feminism and free speech, but more importantly, that they wished to claim 

feminism and free speech as fundamentally American. In short, by denying that their 

enemy, the Soviet Union, held these ideals (and by engaging in a black-or-white logical 

fallacy) they could claim them for America instead.  

Volkov’s publication of Shostakovich’s supposed memoirs greatly helped in 

shaping this process.66 However much musicologists may dislike Testimony and its 

tenuous contents, reviews of Lady Macbeth after its revival often display an acceptance 

of the idea that Shostakovich was a secret dissident in the Soviet Union.67 Although 

Laurel Fay challenged the accuracy of Testimony early on, her writings received little 

immediate attention.68 Furthermore, although musicologists debated the problems 
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surrounding Testimony, critics did not necessarily pay attention or care, and were likely 

to accept the interesting story of Shostakovich as a covert dissident. This was also a 

more attractive position for critics as it allowed them to claim Shostakovich, a popular 

composer in America, as an advocate for Western values. 

One critic was wary of the historical events tied to the opera, however. When 

Tommasini wrote about the opera separately from the production, he chose to mention 

mainly the opera’s plot (which we can assume is background information to benefit the 

readers) and the circumstances of the opera’s censorship. When he talked about the 

music in his article from 2014, it was in response to the criticism against Shostakovich in 

the Pravda article.69 As mentioned below in conjunction with Solomon Volkov’s 

Testimony, countless other reviews of Lady Macbeth sensationalized the context of the 

denouncement and embraced the idea of Shostakovich as secret dissident of the Soviet 

Union. Marc Zasada of the Los Angeles Downtown News, however, recognized that 

reviews often focused so much on the history of the opera that “it is hard to see the 

work clearly through the smoke,” and added, “Today, Lady Macbeth, with its cinematic 

orchestral riffs and its unhummable arias, has entered the classical canon.”70 

Plot 

Several reviewers described the opera’s dark and unusual plot, finding it to be 

one of the more interesting aspects of the work. Reviewers considered the moral 

dilemma created by presenting the murders that Katerina commits as a consequence of 

societal conditions the most interesting. One reviewer described Katerina as “the 

69
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heroine or anti-heroine depending on the perspective.”71 About the 2003 San Francisco 

production, Richard Bammer devoted a large part of his article in the Reporter to the 

opera’s plot. He focused on the people that Katerina murders, but noted that she was 

meant to be the object of the audience’s sympathy.72 Marilyn Mantay’s article in Daily 

Republic described Lady Macbeth as a complex opera: “nothing is clear-cut.”73 For most 

of the article, Mantay concerned herself with explaining the intricacies of the plot and 

explaining the audience’s dilemma of deciding moral right and wrong in Lady Macbeth.74 

One theme of the SFO 2003 production reviews was gender roles and sexual 

subject matter. Several reviewers focused on the opera’s sexual scenes, including 

Stephanie von Buchau’s description of the opera and its sexual subject matter as “a 

crowd pleaser.”75 Buchau gave a favorable review of Christopher Ventris’s performance 

as Sergei and a favorable review of his physical appearance: 

Bulky, hairy and sweaty, he resembles the Oakland A’s ex-first baseman Jason 
Giambi. I wonder if he has tats like Jason. Let’s not mince words, possums, this 
guy is sex on a stick. He also has a strong, vibrant tenor, though it is difficult to 

concentrate on hearing him when you are goggling at those biceps. And, oh yes, 
S&M fantasists, did I mention that Sergei gets flogged on stage?76  

 
Los Angeles Times’s article by Mark Swed focused mostly on the artistic decision to 

tone down the blatantly sexual scenes of the opera; Swed liked this, asserting that it 

was less obvious. He also mentioned that the production avoided any disturbing 

slapstick during the scene is which the maid Askinaya is sexually assaulted by workers. 

This scene, which Swed claimed was originally meant to have a sense of dark humor 
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permeating it, was toned down in Schaaf’s production to come across as very 

disturbing.77  

Russianness 

In reviews following the revival of the opera, as in the reviews of the 1935 

American performances, the issue of the work’s Russianness appears. Unlike the 

reviews from 1935, these later reviews are careful to make the distinction that the work 

is Russian and not Soviet. This is partly because the Soviet regime officially censored 

by the work, but this also enabled American critics to deny what they saw as the 

virtuous qualities of opera as qualities that Soviet Union or Stalin possessed. For 

example, Rasmi Simihan of the Sacramento Bee commented on Katerina’s status as a 

woman noting, “like so many other female characters, Katerina is only free to make one 

decision: to take her own life.”78 Simihan reported this in the context that 

“Shostakovich’s brutal tale of an adulteress who commits murder for love becomes a 

metaphor for life in a police state.”79 

The 2003 Vivat! St. Petersburg festival in Baltimore, displayed all forms of 

Russian art, including poetry, music, and visual arts. An article announcing the festival 

in The New York Times called an upcoming performance of Lady Macbeth staged by 

the Baltimore Opera Company the highlight of the festival.80 Other articles in 

newspapers across the country announced the festival and described Shostakovich’s 

second opera as its highlight.81 Another article in the Baltimore Sun advertised the 

77
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upcoming performances of Lady Macbeth at Vivat! St. Petersburg, and provided readers 

with information about the opera’s plot and censorship.82 The context of the opera’s 

appearance in a festival celebrating St. Petersburg attached it Russian history. 

Conclusion 

The Soviet censorship of Shostakovich’s opera Lady Macbeth of the 

Mtsensk District greatly affected the way that audiences understood the work. Yet, 

writings about the opera, discussion of its reception are uncommon. By applying Jauss’s 

literary theory, the horizon of expectations, I have shown how historical and musical 

events created audience expectations for the opera. In the 1930s, genuine curiosity 

about the merits of communism and the knowledge that Soviet composers worked for 

the Soviet Union led American critics to believe that the work was an official Soviet 

export that expressed the principles of the regime. When the article “A Muddle Instead 

of Music” appeared in Pravda condemning the opera as Western formalism, Americans 

needed to adjust their understanding of the work as a socialist expression. After the 

work’s American revival, many reviewers adopted Solomon Volkov’s narrative of 

Shostakovich as a secret dissident of the Soviet Union and asserted that the censorship 

of the opera was about the plot and not the music. Therefore, American critics claimed 

Shostakovich for the West based on based on the values of individual freedom and 

feminism set forth in Lady Macbeth. 
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This may have been flawed logic on the part of these critics, but their horizon of 

expectations for the opera influenced these writings.  By emphasizing Lady Macbeth’s 

denouncement continuously, critics of the opera’s later reception, supported by Volkov’s 

Testimony, constructed a narrative of Soviet opposition to what they perceived as a 

progressive work that favored women’s rights, sexual honesty, the right to free speech, 

and empathy, and used this narrative to declare these as values honored in America. 

American reviews of Lady Macbeth also reveal that the possibility of an artwork to be 

easily identified and contextualized in terms of historical context perhaps allows a piece 

more readily to be inducted into a canon. A censored work, Lady Macbeth of the 

Mtsensk District could have been lost to history indefinitely, but after its revival, its 

categorization by journalists and musicologists as a twentieth-century Russian at odds 

with the Soviet regime has allowed it to thrive as a definitive work in twentieth-century 

opera and twentieth-century Russian music. 

As shown in this thesis, musical and historical events determined expectations 

that reviewers held about the work. What historical and musical events are in store for 

future generations? How will these events impact the future reception of Lady Macbeth? 

Often regarded as a turning point in Shostakovich’s career, the censorship of Lady 

Macbeth affected its reception, but also the reception of Shostakovich’s later works. 

Americans’ changing relationship with communism also changed the way in which 

reviewers interpreted Lady Macbeth. Tracking anti-communist sentiment or changing 

attitudes to communism in America may help to reveal American musical preferences in 

the twentieth century. 
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